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Abstract 
Aldo Leopold is an excellent ecological litterateur. As one of his main works, A 
Sand County Almanac is a masterwork of ecoliterature. However, the domestic 
research regarding Leopold as a philosopher or a moralist, so their research is based 
on the eco-philosophy and the eco-ethic. This essay analyzes his works from the view 
of ecological literary study in the reference of the overseas ecological criticism 
research for the first time. In the essay, Leopold is an ecological litterateur, which is 
different from other domestic correlative research. And also, this essay emphasizes his 
ecological thoughts, including his eco-holism. Besides, this essay especially analyzes 
his view of aesthetics and did some research about it. 
The article introduces and stresses Leopold’s ecological thought, including the 
analysis of the land ethics, ecological holism, his view of wilderness, ecological 
preservation, the ecological esthetics, as well as the view of ecological education. The 
aim is to dig the rich ecological thought contained in the text more comprehensively 
and make his thought get the deserved attentions. 
This essay thinks the land ethic is a new ethic with a strong applicability. It is 
different from the other ethics which give the moral identity to the other beings. The 
eco-holism helps people guide the relationship between the human beings and other 
creatures, which has realistic meanings. Leopold awoke American consciousness of 
wilderness protection because he made his whole life protect and call for wilderness 
protection. His study on the esthetics of the nature established the foundation of the 
esthetics research on ecocriticism. His ecological education has an important meaning 
on the modern construction of the eco-civilization. 
The article also introduces his life and analyzes the development of his ideas. 
The essay chooses the main life episodes and events which played important roles in 
the development of his thought and tries to outline the development of his important 
ecological thought. Besides, this article summarizes the different phrases of the 
development and the important factors which lead a qualitative change to his thought. 
The research of this article not only explains and extends “what the ecological 
thought he had”, but more widely, it also discusses the causes of the formation and 
analyzes the influences of his ideas, especially the objectivity and the guidance of his 
ideas in the conservative history of America. 
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